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First, I had to adjust the powder measure,
which was remarkably easy to do. There’s an
adjustment screw that controls the volume of the
powder drop, and I found that with just a little trial
and error, I could adjust the amount of dropped
powder by as fine a volume as a tenth of a grain
without much trouble. Having adjusted the pow-
der measure to the desired volume specified for
the load I had picked, I proceeded to load my first
few rounds of reloads.

The first 10 rounds did not turn out so well.
The primers were not flush with the bottom of
the case, and the belling on the case mouth was
so wide that the seating process bulged the case
very slightly, enough to prevent the newly loaded
round from smoothly chambering. I consulted
the manual again, and figured out that the bell
needed to be adjusted. A few twists of the die
later, the bell was reduced to a much more case-
friendly level, just barely enough for me to be
able to seat a bullet
easily. The primer prob-
lem turned out to be
operator error – I wasn’t
applying enough force
at the end of the first
lever stroke, when the
new primer is seated
into the case. With the
bell adjusted, and a lit-
tle more elbow grease
on the lever on the sec-
ond stroke, I proceeded
to load another batch of
rounds, and this time,
they all turned out flaw-
lessly, with flush primers and smoothly seated
bullets. It was time to start filling all those ammo
storage boxes I had bought.

The literature for the SDB specifies a produc-
tion rate of 400 rounds per hour, but that’s how
long it took me to fill my first 50-round box. Not
entirely convinced of the consistency of the pow-
der measure, and not willing to blow my beloved
K-frames to pieces with a double charge or worse,
I ended up pulling every one of the first 50 rounds
off the shellplate prior to seating the bullet, in
order to dump the charge out onto my digital scale
to verify it. Every one of those 50 rounds ended up
charged with the same amount of Bullseye, which
convinced me that the powder measure was both
very accurate, and very consistent. After the first
50 rounds, I only pulled every 10th shell off the
shellplate prior to bullet seating, and every
checked shell had the proper amount of powder in
it, from the first round to the last. I still verified the
powder charge visually for every round before
seating the bullet, which meant that I probably set
a new record for slowest production rate on a pro-
gressive reloading press, but my health and life

were worth the extra time to me, especially con-
sidering that I was on my first day of reloading.

It took me about four hours to work through
the box of Rainier bullets, and I managed to
reload 450 rounds before running out of primers.
By the end of my first reloading session, I was feel-
ing pretty comfortable with the Square Deal B,
and my confidence level had increased signifi-
cantly. On my makeshift workbench, I now had
nine plastic containers full of uniform-looking .38
Special ammunition, every round checked for
overall length and primer height, and I was
impressed with the ease with which even a novice
could turn empty brass into ammunition once
again. I filled out load labels for each box, record-
ing the date, powder type, charge, and bullet
weight, and resolved to put my new reloads to the
test at the range the following day.

Every shooter has heard horror stories about
people blowing up their guns, or blowing off fin-

gers, with sloppy or
defective reloads, so I
have to admit to a slight
amount of anxiety as I
filled the cylinder of my
revolver with my own
reloads for the first time.
That fear evaporated
soon, however. The first
six rounds made a neat
cloverleaf pattern on the
seven-yard target, and
my gunsmith, who was
standing next to me,
merely said, “Looks like
the gun likes that load.”

The recoil was mild for a load that was on the
warm side for .38 Special, and every round had
the same report and recoil. I proceeded to slow-
ly fire a hundred of my newly reloaded ammo,
and at the end of the session, I was very pleased
with the results of my first efforts. I’m about as
mechanically inclined as a river otter with an
attention disorder, so if I can set up a Square
Deal B and produce almost a case of usable,
flawless ammunition in the course of a day with
no prior reloading experience, it stands to rea-
son that anyone can do it.

If you have been thinking about “finally getting
into reloading,” and you mainly shoot one caliber,
I recommend the Square Deal B as an efficient
and compact system that’s easy to use and set up.
With the prices of factory ammunition steadily
climbing, a progressive press like the SDB will pay
for itself in very short order, and your shooting
budget will stretch much further than before. Just
don’t think you’ll be saving money: One of the
reloading truisms I learned early on was that you
don’t spend less money on ammunition…you just
end up shooting more.
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The take of the day.
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